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About This Game

By buying TWFA or the OKW / USF army individually, players who do not yet own any COH2 product can access all existing
Company of Heroes 2 maps in auto-match, and play against all other existing factions in multiplayer or through skirmishes

against the AI.

Each army has distinctive tactical gameplay options, new infantry, team weapons, vehicles, abilities and upgrades on a total of
eight seasonal multiplayer maps set on the Western Front. The Western Front Armies also includes a new progression system
that introduces other unique content into the game and enables players to dive deeper into the tactical and strategic aspects of

the game than ever before.

KEY FEATURES

US FORCES
Wield the mighty power of Eisenhower’s Allied army with brand new abilities and strategies

OBERKOMMANDO WEST
A completely new take on the German forces brings brand new abilities and new strategies to the frontline

THE WESTERN FRONT
Expand the war to the popular Western Front theater of combat, featuring breathtaking new environments, that bring
realism and vibrancy never before seen in the game
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NEW MAPS
Eight stunning new maps join the extensive collection of 23 existing Company of Heroes 2 maps as well as over 1,000
community created maps available on the Steam workshop

INTENSE ONLINE COMBAT
Feel the unprecedented ferocity of frontline strategic warfare and engage in visceral battle with adversaries across the
globe

EVERY BATTLE TELLS A STORY
Experience the up-close moment-to-moment brutality of frontline warfare and control the battle through your military
prowess

OKW & USF vs OTHER COH2 MULTIPLAYER ARMIES

Find out the multiplayer army (and associated game/standalone) that suits your play style.
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Title: Company of Heroes 2 - The Western Front Armies
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Relic Entertainment, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 23 Jun, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Memory: 2GB RAM

Processor: 2Ghz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent

Graphics: 512MB Direct3D 10 capable video card (GeForce 8800 GT or Radeon HD 2900XT)

OS: 32bit Vista

Internet: Broadband Internet connection

Hard Drive: 30GB free Hard disc space

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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